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WHAT is CArdiAC
CompuTed TomogrApHy?

Diagnostic medical imaging has undergone a dramatic evolution over
the past decade, owing to rapid technological advancement and innovative clinical applications. Newer diagnostic imaging technologies,
particularly cardiac computed tomography (CT), are rapidly being
adopted in Canada for the noninvasive diagnosis of obstructive coronary artery disease (CAD). Marked improvements in both temporal
and spatial resolution have allowed recent-generation CT scanners to
acquire high-quality, noninvasive angiography of the coronary vasculature. Despite demonstration of high accuracy for the exclusion of
obstructive CAD, data supporting its widespread use in clinical practice are limited. In addition, the potential impact on health care
resources and economics is unknown (1).
The appropriate use of cardiac CT has the potential to improve
cardiovascular care. With this goal in mind, a working group of cardiologists and radiologists with expertise in cardiac imaging and cardiac
CT prepared the present document to highlight the current potential
utility and appropriate applications for cardiac CT in Canada in 2009.
While we recognize that the American Colleges of Cardiology and
Radiology recently published joint appropriateness guidelines (2), the
present manuscript expands on the current limitations of CT with the
goal of improving patient selection and patient preparation to increase
the usefulness of this technique in Canada.

WHeN is CArdiAC CT iNdiCATed?

The clinical indications for cardiac CT continue to evolve and those
outlined in the present document are deemed ‘acceptable’ based on
expert consensus and current literature (Table 1). Although other
clinical indications may be acceptable, they should be assessed on a
‘case-by-case’ basis through dialogue between the referring physician
and the cardiovascular imaging specialist.

symptomatic patients
According to Bayes’ theorem, patients with an intermediate pretest
probability for a disease or condition are likely to benefit the most
from diagnostic investigations (3). The use of cardiac CT and CT
coronary angiography (CTA) for the exclusion of obstructive CAD
(greater than 50% diameter stenosis) is therefore best applied in symptomatic patients with an intermediate pretest probability for CAD. It
would also be appropriate in patients in whom an equivocal stress test
result (noninterpretable or nondiagnostic test, or results discrepant
from clinical suspicion) has led to uncertainty regarding the patient’s
diagnosis or cardiovascular risk.
Patients with a high pretest probability for CAD or those with
known CAD are more likely to benefit from well-established diagnostic imaging modalities with therapeutic or prognostic value. Such
patients should be routinely considered for invasive coronary angiography or for functional imaging. However, CTA may be acceptable in
patients reluctant to undergo invasive angiography or functional imaging, especially when CTA results are likely to influence therapeutic
decisions.
Additionally, CTA has been shown to accurately assess the patency and location of previous coronary artery bypass grafts (4).
However, it is important to recognize the potential limitation of
evaluating native coronary vasculature in patients with bypass grafts
because they are more likely to have severe coronary calcification
and diffuse disease.
Patients with a low pretest probability for CAD may be considered
for cardiac CT and CTA evaluation in the setting of a presurgical
evaluation for cardiac surgery (eg, valve surgery) or for the exclusion of
CAD as a cause for dilated cardiomyopathy of unknown etiology.
Given the high negative predictive value for obstructive CAD (2,3),
CT may be an appropriate noninvasive alternative to invasive coronary angiography in these clinical settings.
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Table 1
Cardiac computed tomography: Indications

Table 2
Cardiac computed tomography: Contraindications

Recommendations

Recommendations

Diagnosis of obstructive CAD in symptomatic patients with an intermediate
pretest likelihood of CAD, or symptomatic patients with equivocal or
inconclusive stress test results

Uncontrolled rapid heart rate or frequent atrial or ventricular ectopy, or
irregular heart rate*

Assessment of patency or course of coronary bypass grafts

Routine screening in asymptomatic patients

Exclusion of obstructive CAD in low-risk patients who require
invasive coronary angiography

Patients with a high pretest probability of coronary artery disease or
high-risk acute coronary syndrome patients

Identification or definition of the course of anomalous coronary arteries

Presence of coronary stents (especially those less than 3.5 mm in diameter)

Assessment of left or right ventricular size, volume and function when
alternative imaging modalities are unavailable or inconclusive

Contraindications to radiation exposure (eg, pregnancy)

Assessment of pulmonary venous anatomy before and after pulmonary vein
isolation for atrial fibrillation

*Based on currently acceptable technology. This may change with future
advancements

Assessment of coronary venous anatomy before cardiac resynchronization
therapy
Assessment of cardiac and extracardiac structures (eg, aorta, pericardium
and cardiac masses)
CAD Coronary artery disease

Congenital coronary anomalies
Although cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can offer sufficient image quality for the evaluation of most congenital coronary
abnormalities, CTA is more widely available, and can accurately serve
to characterize and delineate the course of coronary artery anomalies
and fistulae (5,6). Its use for the evaluation of known or suspected
congenital abnormalities of the coronary tree is therefore considered
appropriate.
Ventricular function
Experience with the imaging of noncoronary structures with cardiac
CT continues to expand as the technology becomes embraced and
new applications are explored. Preliminary studies have demonstrated
that left and right ventricular volumes measured by CT correlate well
with other established modalities (7). However, at the present time,
given the limited temporal resolution of cardiac CT and the associated
radiation exposure, cardiac CT cannot be recommended as a preferred
method for measuring ventricular volumes and ejection fraction if
alternative modalities are readily available.
electrophysiology applications
The imaging of pulmonary and coronary venous anatomy is now
important for the preprocedural planning of newer specialized cardiac
interventions such as pulmonary vein isolation for atrial fibrillation
and cardiac resynchronization therapy for medically refractory heart
failure. Cardiac CT has the ability to characterize the architecture and
spatial orientation of the pulmonary veins for the performance of
image-assisted radiofrequency ablation. The assessment of the coronary venous tree also has the potential to assist in the planning of
pacemaker lead delivery for the performance of cardiac resynchronization; however, the impact of this evaluation on clinical care and outcomes has yet to be explored (8-10).
other applications
Cardiac CT may be used to evaluate a wide range of other noncoronary cardiovascular diseases, inclusive of acquired and congenital
valve disease, complex congenital heart disease, cardiac masses, pericardial disease and diseases of the thoracic aorta. These applications
have not been systematically evaluated in large clinical series but
remain potentially appropriate indications when conventional modalities are unavailable, nondiagnostic or contraindicated.
Coronary artery calcification
Controlling for age, sex, ethnicity and cardiac risk factors, coronary
artery calcification (CAC) is an independent predictor of all-cause mortality (11). Recognizing that coronary calcium scoring has prognostic
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Inability to perform breathhold or remain motionless for 15 s to 20 s

Contraindications to contrast media (eg, renal disease, dye allergy)

value for the determination of cardiovascular risk, it may be of value in
asymptomatic individuals at intermediate cardiovascular risk (11,12).
Patients with Agatson scores greater than 400 and greater than 1000
have a mortality rate higher than 6% and higher than 12%, respectively,
at 10 years (11). However, in the absence of data demonstrating that
further risk stratification with CAC is cost effective or can improve
patient morbidity or mortality, CAC is recommended only for patients
in whom the results are likely to influence clinical decision-making.
CAC scoring is unlikely to be incrementally beneficial in patients at low
and high risk for future cardiovascular events.
Acute chest pain syndromes
Cardiac CT may have a role in triaging patients with acute chest pain
syndromes. Cardiac CT may result in modestly lower costs and a
shorter length of stay for some ‘low-risk’ patients presenting to the
emergency room with chest pain (13,14), and CT may yield an alternate noncardiac diagnosis. However, several potential limitations exist
that may reduce its general applicability. Although CTA may identify
obstructive CAD, it cannot readily differentiate between acute coronary syndrome (ACS) and chronic stable CAD. Similarly, indiscriminate use of the ‘triple rule-out’ protocol (protocol used to rule out
pulmonary embolism, CAD and aortic dissection) in lieu of clinical
acumen exposes the patient to a potentially high radiation dose and
increased contrast volume, and may compromise optimal contrast
enhancement. Also, its impact on local workflow and resource allocation may limit its routine use.

WHeN is CArdiAC CT CoNTrAiNdiCATed?

Several modifiable factors limit study interpretation and, thus, should
be optimized before a cardiac CT study is performed. Patients should
be screened for factors that might limit the diagnostic accuracy or
safety of a cardiac CT, thereby prompting consideration of an alternate
test (Table 2).
uncontrolled heart rate
Although the temporal resolution of CT has dramatically improved in
recent years, CT scanners using a single x-ray source (temporal resolution: 165 ms to 220 ms) fall short relative to echocardiography, MRI and
fluoroscopy (15). To compensate for this limitation, heart rate (HR)
control is crucial for optimal acquisition of cardiac CT images. Resting
HRs of more than 65 beats/min can often result in suboptimal image
quality. Although different reconstruction algorithms may be used to
compensate for faster HRs, slower HRs (fewer than 60 beats/min) typically yield better images. Patients who have uncontrolled rapid HRs
should not be routinely imaged by single-source cardiac CT.
irregular cardiac rhythm
Multiple image sets taken over several heartbeats are required to obtain
a full data set with 64-slice CT scanners. Consequently, optimal image
quality is dependent on a regular slow heart rhythm. Irregular heart
rhythms (atrial fibrillation, frequent atrial or ventricular ectopy) are
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likely to cause significant misregistration (stair-step) artifacts. Newer
scanners with a larger coverage and/or improved temporal resolution
may help ameliorate these problems. Patients with frequent atrial or
ventricular ectopy, or irregular HRs (atrial fibrillation) should not routinely undergo CTA with existing 64-slice CT scanners.
severe coronary calcification
Severe coronary calcification can result in significant beam-hardening
artifacts, thus limiting diagnostic accuracy. Decisions regarding the
performance of CTA in these patients should be made after careful
review of the amount and distribution of coronary calcium on the
images acquired for coronary calcium scoring. Patients with known
severe coronary calcification should not undergo cardiac CT to
exclude CAD if an alternative imaging modality is available.
Asymptomatic patients
Cardiac CTA should not be used as a routine screening modality to
detect calcific and noncalcific atherosclerosis in individuals lacking
signs or symptoms suggestive of obstructive CAD. Assessment of coronary atherosclerosis has prognostic value but there is limited evidence
supporting the treatment of asymptomatic, nonocclusive CAD.
Because the screening of asymptomatic patients with CTA may be
costly and may expose a large number of individuals to unwarranted
ionizing radiation, it cannot be recommended (16).
The recently published Clinical Outcomes Utilizing
Revascularization and Aggressive Drug Evaluation (COURAGE)
trial (17) demonstrated that in the absence of high-risk anatomy,
optimal medical therapy and percutaneous coronary intervention
appear to be equivalent. Conversely, patients with high-risk coronary anatomy are more likely to benefit from coronary revascularization (18). There are very limited data supporting the use of cardiac
CT to guide revascularization strategies (19). Patients who have test
results consistent with high-risk CAD or uncontrolled symptoms are
more likely to benefit from invasive coronary angiography. CTA
may be considered in situations when optimal medical therapy is
preferred.
Anatomical versus functional imaging
With further advancements and experience, cardiac CT may be
used to characterize the severity of noncalcified coronary anatomy
in symptomatic patients. However, its high negative predictive
value suggests that it may currently be best used only as a ‘rule-out’
test (1,20,21). It is also widely acknowledged that there are limitations to anatomical imaging and that there is often a large disparity
between an anatomical stenosis and the functional significance,
particularly in lesions with 40% to 80% diameter stenosis. Although
it is accepted that lesions with 70% or greater diameter stenosis are
more likely to be hemodynamically significant, moderate lesions
may require further functional assessment, including myocardial
perfusion imaging, echocardiography, cardiac MRI and/or fractional
flow reserve.
ACs
The ‘early invasive’ strategy has been adopted by many centres with
immediate access to invasive coronary angiography. Although cardiac
CT may provide coronary anatomy, there are limited data supporting
its use for risk-stratifying patients presenting with high-risk ACS
(abnormal biomarkers or dynamic electrocardiogram [ECG] changes).
Coronary stents
Noncalcific high-density structures may result in significant artifacts,
rendering image interpretation difficult. Stents are subject to these
artifacts and the detection of stent patency can be difficult, particularly with stents that are less than 3.0 mm in diameter. Studies have
shown that a significant proportion (up to 42%) of stents are nonevaluable and the assessment for instent restenosis remains poor (22).
Larger stents (greater than 3.5 mm in diameter), including left main
stents, can be assessed more accurately (23-25).
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other contraindications
Patients with contraindications to contrast media (ie, significant renal
impairment, dye allergy) or radiation exposure (eg, pregnancy) should
have the risks and benefits of the test weighed. If an equally weighted
alternative imaging test is available, and is of potentially equal diagnostic value, cardiac CT should not be performed.
radiation risk
Cardiac CT can be performed with retrospective or prospective ECG
gating. With retrospective gating, the estimated radiation dose for CTA
examination is 10 mSv to 15 mSv (26). With prospective gating, the
estimated radiation dose for calcium scoring is 0.5 mSv to 1.8 mSv (27).
The radiation exposure with retrospective gating is greater than many
other forms of medical imaging but similar to that of single positron
emission tomography imaging (9.2 mSv to 14.8 mSv [technetium-99m]
and 15.7 mSv to 18.9 mSv [thallium-201]) (28). Retrospectively ECGgated CTA can reduce radiation dose through the use of ECG-gated
‘tube modulation’. This feature reduces the x-ray tube output during
portions of the cardiac cycle that are less commonly used to assess the
coronary arteries. Using ECG-gated tube modulation can result in a dose
reduction of approximately 35% to 45% (28,29).
Prospectively ECG-gated CTA is a relatively new technique that is
now available on all major CT vendor platforms. With this technique,
radiation is only used during a specific phase of the cardiac cycle. The
duration of this window can be adjusted, thereby reducing radiation
dose on a case-by-case basis (30). In general, the radiation dose for
prospectively gated CTA is dramatically reduced to a mean dose of
2.4 mSv to 4.2 mSv (31-35). Radiation doses in this range are lower
than invasive angiography, with doses quoted in the literature widely
varied (between 2.3 mSv and 22.7 mSv) (27); the United Nations
Scientific Committee on Effects of Atomic Radiation cites a value of
approximately 7 mSv (36,37).
Initial comparisons of prospectively gated CTA with retrospectively
gated cardiac CTA suggest that diagnostic accuracy is maintained.
Because prospectively gated CTA does not acquire images throughout the
cardiac cycle, information about ventricular function is sacrificed.
However, adoption of this approach will substantially reduce concerns
regarding the radiation dose used for cardiac CT. Because this technique is
currently restricted to certain patient characteristics (controlled HRs,
regular rhythms, no ectopic beats), it may not be applicable to all patients.
Avoiding unnecessary radiation exposure and minimizing each patient’s
cumulative radiation exposure is of utmost importance. Annual radiation
exposure (from background radiation) is approximately 3.0 mSv (38).
Estimates of cancer risk from retrospectively gated CTA have been developed through statistical modelling approaches based primarily on the
radiation-related health risks of atomic bomb survivors. These analyses
suggest that a single retrospectively gated CTA scan, like any other study
using ionizing radiation, affects the subsequent risk of thoracic malignancy
(lung and breast cancer). This effect varies significantly by age and sex.
For example, the lifetime attributable risk of breast cancer after a CTA
study without dose modulation was estimated to be 0.70% in 20-year-old
women compared with 0.075% in 80-year-old women (39). Retrospectively gated CTA should therefore be used selectively, taking into
account dose considerations, patient age and sex (40). The high radiation
dose should limit the use of retrospectively gated CTA for repeat assessments and for the evaluation of asymptomatic individuals (41).

WHo sHould requesT A CArdiAC CT?

patient referral
As with other imaging modalities, cardiac CT has important limitations and should not be used indiscriminately. The impact of providing
knowledge of a patient’s coronary anatomy to clinicians inexperienced
with evaluating its clinical relevance is an important consideration.
Therefore, cardiac CT should be available to clinicians who understand the risks and benefits of cardiac CT, can recognize risks and
benefits of alternative imaging modalities and are able to use the
results to positively direct patient management.
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WHere sHould We refer our pATieNTs?

Cardiac CT centres
As this technology spreads across Canada, numerous institutions will
be able to perform cardiac CT. Similarly, an increasing number of
referring physicians will have access to this new imaging modality.
Cardiac CT is likely best performed at centres with adequate experience, expertise and cardiac CT volumes. There is concern that inappropriate use will adversely affect patient care or unnecessarily increase
the cost of health care. Reflecting this, until further data are available,
cardiac CT has not been uniformly accepted by all provincial governments in Canada.

HoW sHould We prepAre our pATieNTs?

There are many unmodifiable factors that may affect image quality and
diagnostic accuracy in patients undergoing cardiac CT. Given the current temporal resolution of single-source CT scanners, bradycardia is
paramount. Although several reconstruction algorithms are available,
single-segment reconstruction is preferred and is best performed in
patients with an HR of less than 60 beats/min. In the absence of contraindications, referring physicians should initiate the administration of
HR-lowering agents (beta-blockers) for a target HR of less than
65 beats/min. Contraindications to beta-blockers should be clearly
stated on the requisition form.
Although the spatial resolution of CT is excellent, diagnostic
accuracy is reduced when assessing very small structures (less than
0.4 mm to 0.5 mm in diameter). To facilitate visualization of the
entire coronary anatomy, sublingual nitroglycerin is often administered. All erectile dysfunction medications should be withheld 24 h
to 72 h before the CT. Contraindications to sublingual nitroglycerin
should be clearly stated on the requisition form (eg, severe aortic
stenosis, hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy).
Irregular heart rhythms (atrial fibrillation, frequent extrasystoles)
may adversely affect image quality. For patients with irregular rhythms,
an ECG should be performed and reviewed.
Intravenous contrast is required to opacify the cardiac and vascular
structures; therefore, contraindications to contrast agents should be
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CoNClusioN

Advances in diagnostic imaging technology and an eagerness to
embrace noninvasive imaging strategies for coronary angiography
continue to drive interest and expansion in cardiac CT within
Canada. Further advancements will improve accuracy and reduce
the risks associated with cardiac CT, thus widening its clinical
acceptance. We anticipate that, with careful attention to appropriate patient selection and further validation of its clinical usefulness
in discrete patient populations, this modality will become an important component of the cardiovascular standard of care during the
coming years.
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